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LAWS AND REGULATIONS

The role of
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Barack Obama on food safety

“I’ve often said that I don’t believe
government has the answer to every
problem or that it can do all things for
all people. We are a nation built on
the strength of individual initiative.
But there are certain things that we
can’t do on our own. There are
certain things only a government can
do. And one of those things is
ensuring that the foods we eat, and the
medicines we take, are safe and don’t
cause us harm. “
President Barack Obama

Source: whitehouse.gov
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Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA)

• FSMA was signed into law in January 2011
see http://www.fda.gov/food/foodsafety/fsma/default.htm

– Importer accountability—For the first time, importers have an explicit responsibility to verify that 
their foreign suppliers have adequate controls in place to ensure that the food they produce is safe.

– Third-party certification—It establishes a program through which qualified third parties can certify 
that foreign food facilities comply with U.S. food safety standards. This certification may be used to 
facilitate the entry of imports.

– Certification for high-risk foods—FDA has the authority to require that imported foods that are at 
high risk of contamination have a credible third-party certification or other assurance of compliance 
as a condition of entry into the U.S. The “third party” could be a private company or a governmental 
entity.

– Voluntary qualified importer program—FDA must establish a voluntary program for importers that 
provides for expedited review and entry of foods from participating importers. Eligibility is limited to, 
among other things, importers offering food from program-certified facilities.

– Authority to deny entry—FDA can refuse entry into the U.S. of food from a foreign facility if the 
agency is denied inspection access by the facility or the country in which the facility is located.

• Requirement for electronic submission of data
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General Food Law 178/2002

• The famous “one step forward 
and one step back” system

• Actually a Chain of Custody 
system, not a traceability 
system

• Little to no enforcements in 
spite of repeated food scares
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One step forward and one step back?

• Chain of custody systems bring little benefit to the supply chain

• Linking the physical product flow to the information flow makes the 
system very vulnerable to breakdowns

• Main sources of return of investment on traceability

– Improved inventory management

– Improved quality management

• But: information about food can be an additional commodity 

– Example: sustainable vegetable oils

• Sold as oil

• Sold as certified sustainable oil with accrediting data (and a premium!)
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Regulation 1008/2008

• Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing 

– depletes fish stocks

– destroys marine habitats

– distorts competition

– puts honest fishers at an unfair disadvantage

– weakens costal communities, particularly in 
developing countries.

• Only marine fisheries products validated as 
legal by the relevant flag state or exporting state 
can be imported to or exported from the EU

• A European black list has been drawn up covering 
both IUU vessels and states that turn a blind eye to 
illegal fishing activities

• EU operators who fish illegally anywhere in the 
world, under any flag, face substantial 
penalties proportionate to the economic value of 
their catch, which deprive them of any profit.

• The new EU regulation to prevent, deter and 
eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated 
(IUU) fishing entered into force on 1 January 2010.

Losses due to IUU fishing 

are estimated to be 

between US$10 billion and 

US$23.5 billion per year, 

representing between 11 

and 26 million tonnes of 

fish
Source: Pirate Fishing Exposed, Environmental 

Justice Foundation
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Paper?

• With little information captured huge benefit for 
the fishing community and society in general
– Improved control over catch composition gives 

indication to real fish stocks

– Less illegal, unregulated and unreported fishing gives 
fishermen access to all the resource

– Better knowledge of catch composition helps reduce 
discards and wastage

– More effective controls provide benefits to those 
doing it right

– Automation of subsidies, export and IUU certificates 
streamlines business

– Better statistics helps fishermen to benchmark 
themselves and fishermen’s association to improve 
the management of resources

• Automation of paperwork (landings, taxes, IUU 
certificates, subsidy applications etc) provides an 
excellent payback for the small burden of data 
capture
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Catch data and its use
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Src: afishblog.com

Science

Public 
Authority

Importers

• [BIOLOGY] Catch composition as stock indicator
• [BIOLOGY] Catch location as fish bank indicator
• [ECONOMY] Days at sea as management 

instrument
• [ECONOMY] Landing prices for modelling 

economic sustainability

• Control of catch/landing volumes
• Data to fulfil obligations as 

Competent Authority (CA)
• Taxes and tax breaks (fuel, …)
• Border and export control

• Catch certificate for export to EU
• Traceability requirements JP/US/EU
• Export/import “paperwork”
• Business data on products and quality 

Certifiers
• Auditable data for MSC certification
• Dolphin Safe certification
• Other certification schemes
• Import requirements (e.g. US)



Making use of the data
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Papua New Guinea Fisheries Information Management System (FIMS) 

• Parties to the Nauru Agreement are the Federated States of Micronesia, 
Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Solomon 
Islands and Tuvalu
– Control 30% of the worldwide tuna supply

• States agreed on a common traceability system ensuring the sustainable 
catch of tuna in their catch areas
– Vessels have to be registered and licensed to each fishing area

– The person responsible for the operation of a licensed vessel has to record 
catch location (via electronic position monitoring), accumulated catch volume, 
daily catch volume and catch timespan

• The data is submitted via reports (after 14 days preliminary report and 
final report after 45)

• In 2011, as a result from PNA’s traceability efforts, the PNA skipjack tuna 
certified by the Marine Stewardship Council as sustainable
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Animal passports and their challenges

• The Australian PigPass consists of two elements

– A three letter farm tatoo (in SA), applied to the animal’s shoulder and 
identifying the origin of the finisher

– A set paper of forms recording data called a “National Vendor Declaration” or 
NVD, which is part of the National Quality Assurance programme. The form is 
filled upon sale and records data about the seller, the transporter and the 
receiver. Forms are available on paper or electronically.

• Mandatory only in some states.
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Is RFID the solution to all problems?

• Malaysia pushed for RFIDing all cattle

– Cost of tags are still too high, especially for smaller operations

– Immediate plans are to enforce RFID for cross state movements

– RFID used for disease control and fraud control

• Unique identification very positive, but farmers are worried about cost

– UHF tags at 10% cost of HF tags have not materialised
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Animal passports and their challenges

• Estonian cattle passport: within approximately 10d of life, all cattle have to 
be tagged with a double plastic ear tag

– Recorded is: Owner, farm, movements between farms, use, cattle type, end of 
life (slaughter, death etc)

• Bovine identification in Europe is regulated in regulation EC/911/2004. 
The regulation sets a framework for identification, but leaves member 
states to provide more detailed regulations

– As a result, Estonia uses a 10-digit code as do Germany and France, Denmark 
uses 11 digits and the UK 12 digits.

• Passports are re-issued
at border (“nationalising”
the cattle)
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Animal information systems

• Most European countries, like Germany, built a centralized database for cattle 
management. Some countries (again like Germany) operate similar systems 
e.g. for pigs. 

• The German database HIT (“origin information system” in German) includes 
information about every cattle’s birth, owner history, death/slaughter and 
movements. 

• Cattle merchants, farmer, slaughterhouses and operators of collection points, 
exhibitions and markets have to report to HIT, transporting companies are 
excused. 

• Farmers can register information via web for a small fee paid jointly with the 
ear tags; they can also register information via postcard and telephone for an 
extra charge. 

• Usage of HIT is permitted to registered cattle owners, slaughterhouses, state 
authorities and veterinary authorities. Veterinaries play the role of the 
independent verifier. Any irregularities have to be reported by the vets and 
vets failing to comply with this task risk losing their operating license.
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Milk traceability through “Letra Q” in Spain

• Letra Q is a government supported traceability 
system for raw cow milk in Spain. 
– Established to ensure traceability and quality of 

Spanish milk and fulfilment of the General Food Law 

• The Letra Q system is an electronic traceability 
system. The system is web-based and has two 
software modules:
– The traceability module covers movements of raw 

milk from farm to transformer, including information 
about operators, establishments, containers and all 
actors and institutions involved in the production, 
collection, transportation, storage and processing of 
milk.

– The quality module allows insight in the results of 
mandatory quality-tests, keeps track of mixing of 
raw cow milk from different origins and ensures the 
quality standard of the milk.
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Japan

• Japanese law requires a full traceability system only for domestic beef. 

• For other foods, Article 3 of Japan's Food Sanitation Law requests that 
each operator keep records to identify all their suppliers and customers
– However, record keeping is only recommended and is not compulsory

• Japanese regulations do require labeling of the place of origin for fresh 
food and minimally processed food, not only at retail level but also at 
wholesale level. 
– a record-keeping system to verify origin area by providing documentation such 

as delivery slips and/or invoices is only recommended, not legally required, 
per Article 3 of the Food Sanitation Law.

• Additionally, the Beef Traceability Law requires the construction of a 
dissemination system for cow's individual identification number, date of 
birth, and sex, breeding ground, those who breed, date of movement and 
slaughter, mother's individual identification number.
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Malaysia Halal

• Malaysia has a well-developed Halal regulation and a single 
Government institution that is allowed to certify Halal (JAKIM)

• Halal certification requires a chain of custody system, 
– FBOs have to disclose exact list of ingredients of a food item 

and the (Halal certified) providers of each ingredient. 

– A change of provider requires a formal process with the certification authority, 
because it makes the certificate invalid.

• All food that wants to be sold to Muslim consumers has to be certified as 
Halal, including food service

• Non-Halal food service establishments are disallowed to serve Muslim 
customers under severe fines and the danger of losing their license

• Certificate fraud does exist in Malaysia, largely because a certificate is not 
numbered on consumer or other packaging and therefore the verification 
process is complicated.
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Vietnam

• Regulation for fishery product traceability since 2008
– Reference to the obligation of “developing and implementing a trace system with 

the principle “one step back, one step forward”, but no electronic traceability

– The regulation implements a national system for “approval” codes (i.e. 
establishment identifiers), but does not follow any international standard and is 
not globally unique

• Decision no 178/1999/QD-TTg:  Imported, to-be-exported or within the 
country circulating merchandise must be labeled with names and addresses of 
business operators up to the current phase of the supply chain. 

• Circular 74/2011/TT-BNNPTNT: Producers and traders of food of plant origin 
or terrestrial animal origin (including processors) have to establish a 
traceability system based on the one step back- one step forward principle and 
store the data. 
– This “distributed” traceability system will be inspected by a governmental agency

– Produce has to be relabeled at each stage of the chain to ease identification 

– Paper-based and electronic traceability systems are equally legal
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The role of regulations in the establishment of paperless systems

• Regulations play a vital role in the adoption of food traceability systems

– Legal framework of all-electronic transactions (incl. validity of e-signatures)

• Place electronic transactions at the same level as paper transactions

• Specifically incentivise the submission and management of electronic information

• Regulate data confidentiality and security and make offenses liable

– Definition of data sets for specific purposes

• Such as food safety, disease control, legality of trade, origin determination etc

– Support for globally unique identification

• Mostly by fomenting the use of globally unique identifiers and avoiding the creation 
of country-wide (or even ministry-specific) identification schemes

– Support for international standards for data exchange

• Recognising the need to exchange information in an automated fashion

• Support for international schemes and push for standardisation by e.g. ISO
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CASE STUDIES
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Malaysia – Starfruit, Poultry and Prawn)

Belimbing
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• Malaysia Food Information and Traceability (M-FIT)

• Pilot Project, 100+ participants

• Fully Electronic Traceability System

Poultry Starfruit Prawn

Background – M-FIT
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Project setup

14 more agencies

Ministry of Health
Malaysia Palm Oil Board
Fishery Department
Agriculture Department
Veterinary Services
Federal Agriculture Marketing Authority
Malaysian Fisheries Development Authority
Farmer’s Organisation Authority
MARDI
...
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Photos of M-FIT
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Project Scope

 To identify the needs and to define the methods for improved food 
information and traceability in Malaysia.

 To define and demonstrate the structure and methodology for 
implementing a Food Information and Traceability System, which can 
be shared by all in the food chain.

 To develop and demonstrate an electronic system platform which is 
used nationally and across borders to communicate food information 
and traceability data and documents within the supply chain.

 To report on the administrative and legislative steps which would 
support the implementation of improved food information and 
traceability.
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3 sector pilot

Broiler

Hatchery

Breeder

Processor

Poultry

Nursery / 
Hatchery

Farm

Processor

Prawn

Farm

Grader / 
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Exporter

Starfruit

Retailer

Retailer

Retailer
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Photos from Sites
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• Poor participation at the start
– Uncertainties, data security, access rights, costs, time...

• Sites Scattered around Malaysia
– Site without proper signature, site with poor road conditions

• Differences in expectation
– Management versus Operation

– Incorrect staff provide specification
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 Multi-lingual staff

 English, Bahasa & Chinese (Tamil)

 Differences in background

 Background, education, age, IT literacy & attitude

 Complexity of supply chain

Challenges Faced in M-FIT
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 Equipment & subsidies

 Equipment provided versus equipment needed

 Demand more equipment & subsidies

 Internet access

 Limited or no internet access in remote area

 Mobile phone as data entry device

 Simple data entry

 Difficult to operate with mobile phone

Hardware
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6 Communities, >100 Participants

 Suppliers to Farms

 Farmers

 Trading Houses

 Processors / Packers

 Distributors / Exporters

 Retailers

Sources of data

 SALM/SPLAM/SALT

 Farmers Organisations

 FAMA

 FMM

 MITI / MATRADE

Participants will include small, medium 
& large companies from each sector 
and position in the supply chain

An initial database will be established 
of 500 Farmers, 300 Suppliers and 
200 Trading Houses 

Pilot coverage

SA
LM

SP
LA

M

SA
LT
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Learnings from M-FIT

• IT is not the issue

– Fully electronic traceability system with mobile support

– Easy to use, fast local clients where internet connection was a problem

• Access to IT/capacity building is an issue

– 100% paperless system posed a too dramatic change of paradigm

• Industry interest in food safety limited

– Food safety not perceived as a strong enough driver to implement electronic 
traceability

– No direct, immediate return on investment. Promise of future market access 
proved to be too weak an argument

– Quality personnel typically not part of business/investment decisions

• Traceability in itself is of no interest

– Services utilising traceability as an infrastructure are key
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TraceVerified
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TraceVerified – the concept

• To offer the full advantages of electronic trace-
ability to Vietnamese pangasius producers

• To provide importers with hard facts about the fish 
they buy – anytime, anywhere

• To provide a service from Vietnam that importers in 
high value markets can trust

Traceability you can trust.
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Differentiation

www.TraceVerified.com

Traceability data is checked to ensure compliance
with the principles of the system

Control of information as it flows through the
supply chain

Regular and surprise visits and a fully equipped
testing laboratory to ensure the quality of the data
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1) Implementation advice
and training

2) TraceLabel

3) TraceVerified information system 4) Data verification

5) TraceReport for importers

TraceVerified – the components
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How does TraceVerified work?

www.TraceVerified.com
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Reporting

Traceability Report

www.TraceVerified.com
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Reports

There are two types of report

• General Report:

– Basic information about the product and its supply chain

– Publicly accessible

• Detailed Report:

– Full information of the product and its supply chain

– Authorised access only
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TraceVerified – adoption

• TraceVerified attempts to make important development steps together 
with pilot users and buyers

• However, motivation is mixed

– Fear of extra cost

– Lack of understanding of the advantages of information delivery

– Sector under pressure 

• TraceVerified has identified diversification as a main strategy to drive 
adoption

– Extension to shrimp, vegetables, honey and other product

• Slow in adoption

– Needs to become de-facto standard

– Needs market pull in addition to technology push
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eSPORING

Norway’s Public Private Partnership
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Norway

• Norway has a Food Act (“Act relating to food production and food safety”) 
that makes reference to traceability, but provides no insight how to 
comply with the requirements.

• eSporing was founded in 2009 by government and private sector as a 
traceability system for Norway

• The goal was to establish a traceability system able to integrate external 
and internal traceability, provide real-time traceability and give unique 
identification to every part of every value chain in the Norwegian 
producing sector

• eSporing goes far beyond legal requirements. 
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Vision

Develop a national, electronic infrastructure for efficient exchange of 
information in the food sector – to:

• Track & trace traceable items (ingredients, food, feed/fodder, raw 
materials ++) through and across the value chains in the food sector 

• Support (as one of many tools) investigation identifying the source of 
unsafe food

• Support value added services for the users

• Help increase internal traceability and traceability standards within the 
food sector
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Simplified system view
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What goes in?

Inputs

• Master data
– Products, resources, trading partners, vocabularies

• Trace data
– EPCIS

• User data
– Complex accessibility system for information sharing

Outputs
• Reports
• Emails
• Maps
• Visualized graph images
• KML / XML (EPCIS)
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Implementation

• The Norwegian approach is a distributed database to guarantee that 
sensitive data will not leave the actor’s site, but will be ready on demand. 

• In 2010 eSporing run pilot projects with grain, red meat, fish, milk and 
dairy products, fruits and vegetables. 

– Covered producers of fee/raw materials/ingredients, primary producers, 
industrial producers, distributors and retailers.

• Responsibility for the initial project was divided: 

– Norwegian authorities initially finance and coordinate the national, electronic 
infrastructure for tracing food. 

– Companies will have to invest to integrate to the system. 

• In a second stage, the system was handed over to a newly established 
company owned and operated by the food and retail industry.
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Experiences

• Adoption is good, based on structure of Norwegian food sector

• Implementation is slow because of inclusive approach

• PPP approach works

– Lack of funds for interoperability pilots

– Too centred on immediate local benefit

• EPCIS is a good platform, but needs extension

– This defies the purpose of a standard

– EPCIS committees are working on a revision

• No final verdict possible, but definitely a model to watch
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GrapeNet

Arpeda
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Introduction

• GrapeNet is an internet based electronic service offered by APEDA to the 
stakeholders for facilitating testing and certification of Grapes for export 
from India to the European Union in compliance with the standards 
identified by NRC Pune, on the basis of consultation with the exporters. 

• GrapeNet collects, stores and reports – forward and backward traces and 
quality assurance data entered by the stakeholders, ie., exporters, 
laboratories and PSC authorities within the Grapes supply chain in India.
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GrapeNet presentation
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IMPLEMENTATION OF CHAIN FOOD 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Practical Recommendations 
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Implementing chain food information management

M 1. Establish roundtable(s) for food information management
– User-driven innovation and co-creation

– Maximise efficiency and minimise development cost

– Target to address all stakeholder needs

– Define sequence of implementation of necessary systems
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 Discover what users really need and want
 Efficient source for new ideas
 Discover unarticulated relevancies
 Test ideas, services, concepts, products
 Discover user priorities and motivation
 Enlist users as future sellers

 Increased satisfaction, commitment and system 
acceptance

 Sense of ownership and decrease of 
implementation barrier

Benefits of LivingLabs

Useful tool: LivingLabs
A LivingLab is a human centric involvement platform with the potential to develop new services and products by bringing
different stakeholders together in a co-creative way; see www.lltoolbox.eu.

http://www.lltoolbox.eu/


Industry buy-in

• A key stakeholder in the adoption of any food information management 
system is the food industry

• Many government-sponsored projects have failed to incorporate the 
private industry properly
– As a result: many pilots, few large scale implementations

• Chain food information management requires a change of attitude 
towards increased transparency 
– “Open-source food”, similar to open

source software
– Major paradigm change for the

food industry
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Data milestones for governmental oversight

M 2. Database of food production locations

• Draws on existing farm and food premises registration schemes

• Integrated with existing geospatial information

M 3. Product type database

• Based on UN Central Product  Classification (CPC)

• Introduction of product classification in all  relevant 
government processes

M 4. Land use database

• The link between premises and product types, supporting geo-
traceability

• Integrates with existing data sources
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Disease control is very important

• Understanding what is produced where helps 

– Manage disease outbreaks better

– Improve base for SPS measures

– Provide early alerts locally, regionally and globally

– Increase international trust

– Detect local production inefficiencies 
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Technical milestones

M 4. A globally unique numbering system, apt for identifying 
– Product types

– Batches

– Trade units

– Logistic units

– Business partners

– Business locations

M 5. A framework which 
– Names uniquely all relevant parameters for a food stuff

– Decides on what data to the authority will need access at what point in the supply 
chain

– Defines a set of exchange protocols how to exchange data

M 6. Food information system deployed in layered architecture
– Allow interconnectivity with variety of information systems

– Guarantee governmental access only to agreed parameters

– Maximise efficiencies with other information needs (B2B, Certifiers, B2C etc.)

M 7. Use of international standards for information exchange
– Interconnect to national and international systems
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Architecture and technology: additional considerations

• Global identification has not been resolved yet

– Identifiers must be globally unique or should be constructed so that they can 
become globally unique

– Main issue: smallholders

– In the absence of a global solution: technical platforms must be able to use 
combinations of ISO15459-based identification solutions

– Government agencies should approach providers of identification solutions to 
find suitable ways to handle smallholders

• There is no set of golden standards to implement chain food information 
management
– Separation of abstract model and concrete system implementation
– Separation into system layers with defined interfaces
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Legislative and Administrative milestones

M 8. Law on data ownership and confidentiality
– Protect individuals and business

– Rules of access by governments

M 9. Regulation on mandatory electronic data
– Data to be supplied to government via food information systems

– Small producers exempt if trading partners enter data
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Data and system ownership is a key issue to resolve
One of the main causes for failed adoption
Reservations on all levels of operation from small to global scale

An entity must be identified that enjoys trust by stakeholders
Strict laws on data confidentiality can help to establish that trust
Deciding what precise data is required for each business case limits the risk. For some cases, aggregated 
data might be enough
Entity must be guaranteed to be independent and serving stakeholder interests only

Solution is country-specific
Potential candidates: industry associations, multi-stakeholder associations, universities, independently 
set up entities



Financial milestones

M 10. Fund development of core components

– Governments should fund core components that improve internal 
efficiencies and prove the viability of the system(s)

– Governments can provide financial support to the adoption and use 
of systems used by food business operators, but the bulk of the cost 
should be borne by private industry

– Governments should recognise the special situation of 
microenterprises in the food chain and help them with the 
introduction of electronic systems
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Who should pay?

• Consumers?

• The industry?

Evolution of harmonised indices of consumer prices, EU (1) (2005=100)Source: EUROSTAT0 €
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Current examples: live stock management

• For example: cattle livestock management in Germany

• Cost is born by government and farmers

• Records on

– Birth

– Movements

– Slaughter

– Death

• Records can be submitted electronically and by postcard or phone (at an 
additional cost)
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Smallholders and microenterprises

• Globally there are about 500 million smallholders

– supporting 2 billion people

– accounting for 97 per cent of agricultural holdings

– producing food for a substantial proportion of the world’s population

• Smallholders are hard to integrate into the food information chain
– Technical capacity/computer literacy or simply: electricity

• Mobile technology might
provide a solution
– Solutions must be built

accordingly

• Government support is
essential in adoption
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Funding

Food safety
• More trust

• Avoidance of animal diseases

Improved 
market 
access

• Access to high-value markets

• Differentiation in the marketplace

Increased 
supply chain 

efficiency

• Better sourcing

Better 
marketability

• Consumer interaction

• Direct marketing

Fraud 
avoidance • Greater total market
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Thank you for your attention!
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